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In communities of all sizes, fire crews are always in need of finding ways to improve
preparedness and reduce risk. When fire departments use software systems that meet
these needs, they stay safer and more informed on the scene. They also ensure that
citizens stay safer during fire emergencies.
Since the first organized response to a fire emergency began, firefighters have always made it a
point to prevent injuries and minimize fire-related damage. However, since that time, technology
has improved virtually everything about fire response, from the way crews get to the scene, to
the information they have in transit about the emergency, to what they need to do upon arrival.
This knowledge means fire crews no longer need to use three-ring binders full of documents to

search for information. Instead, they use mobile data terminals (MDTs) and mobile fire software
apps on smartphones, laptops, or tablets in their ladder trucks, fire engines, and other vehicles,
which provide them with instant access to the data they need when it’s needed.
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Mission Critical Data For Emergencies
MDTs work directly with a computer aided dispatch (CAD) system to show first responders
information about an emergency. With this technology, mission-critical data with real-time
information about an emergency is available for fire crews. Having this data on hand helps keep
crews safe, protect citizens, and reduce the risk of catastrophic damage to the structure involved.
For example, if fire crews respond to a structure fire and dispatchers receive information while on
the call that the roof collapsed before crews arrival, fire crews are made aware of this information
in real time.
Any information dispatchers receive about the emergency is immediately available for fire crews
using an MDT. Information included in an MDT includes location of hazardous chemicals on site,
knowledge of any hazardous materials on site, owner contact information, building entrance
points and floorplans, and hydrant location.

Advance Planning For Fire Rescue
MDTs are vital components to fire rescue. These ruggedized laptops are often mounted in a
firetruck and crews communicate with one another regarding the data dispatchers share. When
fire crews do not have access to an MDT, they rely upon radio transmissions, cell phones, and
pagers to share information.
Without a way to share this information in transit, fire crews create attack plans on the scene.

This results in more time being spent planning rather than tackling the fire emergency, which
could result in more damage and injuries or loss of life.
For instance, fires double in size every 30 seconds. When technology can be leveraged so fire
crews can create an attack plan while in transit, they reduce risk on the scene. Advanced
planning helps each member of the crew know what he or she is doing on the scene based on
their roles.

Mobile Communication Apps
Another way fire crews improve preparedness and reduce risk in a fire response is through the
use of a mobile fire software application that can be used on smartphones, laptops, and tablets,
and works seamlessly with MDTs.

Mobile apps help bridge the gap between the communication received from
dispatch to all members of a fire crew

Mobile apps help bridge the gap between the communication received from dispatch to all
members of a fire crew. Plus, with a mobile app that knows who’s using the device, it can
automatically populate the information the user needs based on the location of the user and the
user’s role.
That means personalized information is delivered as it is needed, which helps crew members to
begin their attack plans before arriving on the scene. Crews that use mobile apps arrive on the
scene better prepared to attack the fire immediately, thereby saving time and reducing risk.
Another benefit of using mobile fire apps is that they are less costly than other software
solutions, which helps fire departments purchase more for crews. Many fire departments use
MDTs and mobile fire apps so that crews are well-equipped with informational tools. With this
opportunity to arrive more prepared on the scene, fire crews can reduce risk to themselves and
those involved in the emergency.

Vital information is placed into the hands of crew members no matter where they are in the rig,
ladder truck, or fire engine

Accessible Information For Fire Crews
Both mobile fire apps and MDTs work together to harness the power of CAD and bring it directly
to fire crews. Vital information is placed into the hands of crew members no matter where they
are in the rig, ladder truck, or fire engine. Plus, mobile fire apps can be used by volunteer
firefighters, which helps ensure they are as connected to details about the emergency as
possible.

Another benefit of technology in the world of firefighting is that mobile fire
apps and MDTs can work together

Fire crews using both have vital routing information, data regarding the structure involved, preplans, history, access to their own maps, and anything else that enhances contextual awareness
for crews.Another benefit of technology in the world of firefighting is that mobile fire apps and
MDTs can work together. While both harness the power of CAD and bring it directly to fire crews,

an app is more accessible for crews in the back of the rig or ladder truck.

Considerations When Purchasing Mobile Data Terminals
The most important thing for fire departments to consider before purchasing an MDT or mobile
app is this: Ensure that the software allows for users to take their own CAD information, so they
can extend its functionality. These fire software systems should also be intuitive so that they
know who is using it and what information they need. They should also be hands-free and
understand spoken commands and have the capacity to take those commands and escalate to
the next level.
By making use of the software systems available to fire departments, crews experience a better
use of their time, access relevant information for all roles, and stay safer on the scene through
better preparedness and risk reduction.
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